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Precipitation
delivered
non-uniformly
mostly in
mountain
watersheds

sponsors:

California Energy Commission PIER program
California Ocean Protection Council
NOAA OGP RISA element
http://meteora.ucsd.edu/cap

a nested, ongoing evaluation of
global regional climate change

Example: Urban “footprint,” 2000 and 2100

IPCC 4th Assessment, 2007
California Climate
Scenarios Assessment
2005-06 and 2008-09

San Diego Focus 2050
2008

SRES A2 and B1 Scenarios:
Global carbon dioxide emissions
6 models CA Clim Assessment

All simulations warm over the 21st Century, at very substantial rates
A2 simulations (red) warm more than B1 simulations (blue)
6 models selected for California Assessment are
representative of larger population of IPCC AR4 models
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estimated present-day historical July average daily Tmax
1km downscaled to 1km
Hugo Hidalgo, Tapash Das, Mike Dettinger

One climate model scenario of July average daily Tmax mid 21st Century
GFDL A2 1km downscaled to 1km
Hugo Hidalgo Tapash Das Mike Dettinger

Projected patterns of precipitation changes
2090-2099 versus 1980-1999

Globally, dry regions become drier?

SENSITIVITY TO A +3ºC WARMING…

12 AR4 GCMs,
2 emissions s
scenarios--an uneven
consensus
toward lower
California
precipitation

What fraction
of each year’s
precipitation
historically fell
on days with
average
temperatures
just below
freezing?

YOSEMITE

Less vulnerable

More vulnerable

“Rain vs Snow”
Computed by Mike Dettinger from gridded historical
US weather data (from Bates et al, in rev)
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More Rain
Less Snow
WY 1949-2004

Winter (Nov-Mar) SFE/P trends at western US
weather stations: symbol area is proportional to studyperiod changes, measured in standard deviations as
indicated; circles indicate high trend significance
(p<0.05), squares indicate lower trend significance
Noah Knowles et al. 2006
(p>0.05).
in press J. Climate

Across the western U.S., Apr 1 snow losses have occurred in lower (warmer)
elevations as shown directly from snow course observations (blue) and VIC
14
hydrological model reanalysis (red) by Mote and colleagues (2005)

We face significant losses of spring snowpack
• Less snow, more
rain
• Particularly at
lower elevations

Sea Level has been rising
globally and
along the West Coast

Seattle

Increase is about 7 inches
over the last 100 years
San Francisco

• Earlier run-off
• More floods
• Less stored water

By the end of the century California could lose half of its late spring snow
pack due to climate warming. This simulation by Noah Knowles is guided
by temperature changes from PCM’s Business-as-usual climate simulation.
(a middle of the road emissions scenario)

High sea level events
Along the California Coast
Have occurred during
Large El Ninos

San Diego

15

Knowles and Cayan 2001

Sea Level Rise, by 2100, ranges from 0.5m to over 1m by 2100
this graph: San Francisco sea level CNRM A2 using Rahmstorf scheme
Historical 99.99th level (1961-1990) shown in red
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OBSERVATIONS AND MODELS INDICATE:
The West has a dry, volatile climate. Most of the water supply is delivered by a
few winter storms each year, primarily to mountain watersheds.
The West has already seen signs of warmer winter storms, more rain, less snow,
and earlier spring snowmelt. A substantial portion of these
changes appear to be attributable to anthropogenic warming. More warming is
very likely in future decades.
Recent IPCC model projections for western precipitation are scattered,
but several show moderate drying as tends to be characteristic
of Mediterranean regions globally. A reduction in precipitation is amplified into
even greater reduction in soil moisture and runoff in the more arid basins of the
West.
Many impacts, e.g. increased wildfires, floods, challenged water supplies will likely
occur with hydroclimate changes.

Frank Gehrke,
California Cooperative Snow Surveys, DWR
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